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A B S T R A C T   

Estimating the storm surge magnitude and annual exceedance probability is a key element in the siting and 
design of coastal nuclear power plants in both the U.S. and France. However, differences in storm climatology, 
specifically the relative importance of tropical cyclones (TCs) versus extratropical storms (XTCs), have driven 
differences in estimation method development. This work compares purely statistical modeling with combined 
statistical and numerical simulation modeling approaches for extreme storm surge applied to the U.S. North 
Atlantic coast which is subject to both tropical and extratropical storms. Two frequency analysis methods are 
applied to observed water levels and compared to a copula-based joint probability analysis of TCs and automated 
frequency analysis of XTCs that is enriched with numerically simulated storms. One frequency analysis method is 
applied using (1) hourly at-site data and (2) hourly at-site data enriched with additional data from a homoge-
neous region. The other frequency analysis method is applied using (1) hourly at-site data and (2) hourly at-site 
data enriched with monthly water level maxima. Variables of interest used in the comparison are skew storm 
surge, maximum instantaneous storm surge, non-tidal residual and maximum seal level. The performance of the 
methods (mean surge and water level estimates and confidence intervals) depend on the variable of interest and, 
to some extent, on return period. Inclusion of additional information (e.g., regional water levels, and monthly 
maxima) in the frequency analysis methods does not have a large impact on estimated mean surge and water 
levels, but significantly reduces resulting confidence intervals (over 40% reduction in some cases). However, the 
confidence intervals still grow with increasing return period. Inclusion of simulated storms in the joint proba-
bility analysis results in significantly different mean surge and water level estimates (up to 25% higher than the 
frequency analysis in some cases). The joint probability analysis confidence intervals are wider than those for the 
frequency analysis methods lower return periods (e.g., 60%–80% wider at 100 years), but they grow much more 
slowly and are significantly narrower for higher return periods (e.g., 40%–60% narrower at 1 000 years). 
Although there are appreciable differences between the results documented in this paper, these are reasonable 
due to differences in the data and methods used in this comparison.   

1. Introduction 

Storm surge due to tropical cyclones (TCs) and extratropical storms 
(XTCs) have serious environmental, economic, and social consequences 
(Lin et al., 2010; Orton et al., 2019; Yin et al., 2017). During the last 
three decades, the United States of America (U.S.) and France have 
experienced violent storms. Notable landfalling TCs on the U.S. Atlantic 
and Gulf coasts include Katrina (2005), Sandy (2012), Harvey (2017), 

Maria (2017), Laura (2020), and Ian (2022) (Knobby et al., 2023; Blake 
et al., 2013; Blake and Zelinksy, 2018; Pasch et al., 2021, 2023; Bucci 
et al., 2023). Significant extratropical storms impacting the French 
Atlantic coast include Martin (1999), Klaus (2009) and Xynthia (2010) 
(Ulbrich et al., 2001; Liberato et al., 2011, 2013). Mixed storms such as 
TCs that transition to XTCs can also produce large surge and flooding 
(Orton et al., 2015). The impact of TCs, XTC and mixed storms is ex-
pected to increase with rising sea levels (Lin et al., 2016; Yin et al., 
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2017). With this in mind, staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission (NRC) has collaborated with staff of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers, Engineer Research and Development Center, Coastal and 
Hydraulics Laboratory (USACE), and the French Institute for Radiolog-
ical Protection and Nuclear Safety (IRSN) to investigate probabilistic 
approaches and methods that can more comprehensively and consis-
tently capture the effects of low probability events given the existing 
observational data. 

Critical infrastructure in coastal areas, such as nuclear power plants, 
should be designed and operated withstand flooding hazards from 
extreme storms. However, systematic storm observations are often 
limited due to relatively short record lengths, gaps during extreme 
events caused by instrumentation failure, and low spatial resolution (e. 
g., sparse gauging stations) and temporal resolution (e.g., low TC 
occurrence frequency). Subsequently, commonly used deterministic and 
statistical estimation methods may have large uncertainties and not 
properly capture some exceptional events (Aerts et al., 2013; Lin et al., 
2010; Orton et al., 2015, 2016). Some local surges induced by excep-
tional storms appear as outliers, especially if concurrent with another 
phenomenon such as high tides and waves. 

Probabilistic storm surge models coupling statistical methods with 
accurate, high-resolution hydrodynamic numerical models for TC and 
XTC storm surge, such as joint probability analysis integrated with 
coupled wind-wave-surge models, have provided a more comprehensive 
theoretical approach to extreme surge estimation. This approach re-
quires the development of a joint probability model linking storm or 
atmospheric forcing (e.g., storm size, intensity, forward translation 
speed, landfall location for TCs) and storm responses such as storm 
surge, total water level, waves (Vickery et al., 2000; Powell et al., 2005; 
Emanuel et al., 2006; Rumpf et al., 2007; Hall and Jewson, 2007; Lin 
et al., 2010; Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2015a, 2022; Lopeman et al., 2015; 
Gonzalez et al., 2019; Orton et al., 2019). 

The USACE has conducted several regional studies on the U.S. 
coastline which have evolved methods for TCs and XTCs (USACE, 2009, 
2011; Melby et al., 2012; Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2012). Statistical 
analysis of water levels to obtain first order estimates of return periods 
and magnitudes of water levels recorded at locations from Virginia to 
Maine were included in Phase I of the North Atlantic Coastal Compre-
hensive Study (NACCS, Nadal-Caraballo and Melby, 2014; Nadal-Car-
aballo et al., 2015b). The results from this analysis exhibited limitations 
primarily arising from mixed storm populations and underrepresenta-
tion of TCs. NACCS Phase II comprised joint probability method (JPM) 
regional statistical analysis, high-fidelity numerical hydrodynamic 
modeling performed for TCs and an improved frequency analysis for 
XTCs (Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2015a). USACE subsequently developed 
the Coastal Hazards System (CHS) probabilistic framework in collabo-
ration with the University of Notre Dame (Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2022), 
which incorporates a detailed dependence structure correlating the TC 
atmospheric-forcing parameters, an optimal sampling process, the bias 
correction, and uncertainty estimation (Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2022). 
The CHS framework addresses XTCs through the Stochastic Simulation 
Technique (SST), an improved peaks over threshold (POT)-based fre-
quency analysis method with automated threshold selection (Yawn 
et al., 2023). It addresses TCs using Joint Probability Method Aided by 
Metamodel Prediction (JPM-AMP), an improved joint probability 
method incorporating multivariate copulas to develop joint distribu-
tions for atmospheric forcing parameters and machine learning to 
emulate hydrodynamic TC responses. These methods have been applied 
to the U.S. North Atlantic region in the 2023 update of the NACCS study 
(CHS-NA-2023) and the results for the New York region are used in this 
paper. 

IRSN has conducted studies focused on the French Atlantic coast, 
which is subject to extratropical and post-tropical storms, and developed 
statistical models for storm surge that include: (1) local frequency 
analysis (FA); (2) regional FA inspired by the theory of Hosking and 
Wallis (Hosking and Wallis, 1997; Bardet et al., 2011); and (3) 

target-site-based regional frequency modeling (TS-RFM). TS-RFM 
weights both local and regional effects, using an empirical spatial 
extremogram (ESE) to define a homogenous region of interest centered 
on the target-site (Hamdi et al., 2019). TS-RFM transfers data from the 
homogeneous region to enrich the target-site record. The storm surges at 
the target-site are reconstituted from those of homogeneous region sites 
using multiple linear regression (MLR), providing an optimized local set 
of events representative for the target-site (not the region, as in the 
Hosking and Wallis approach). A further noteworthy feature of the 
TS-RFM is that it can easily incorporate the historical information, 
which herein refers to information derived from observations occurring 
outside the period of systematic measurements. Use of historical infor-
mation in the TS-RFM model significantly improves estimations when 
dataset contain statistical outliers (Hamdi et al., 2015; Saint-Criq et al., 
2022). However, since the use of historical information is not the focus 
of this study, this feature of the model was not applied. 

As previously noted, the study region is subject to mixed storm 
populations including XCs, TCs, and hybrid storms such as TCs that 
transition to XTCs. However, the TS-RFM and SST statistical approaches 
used in this paper operate on water levels, and thus do not directly ac-
count for storm type. The JPM-AMP approach assesses XC and TC 
populations separately, and indirectly accounts for hybrid storms by 
generating synthetic TCs with atmospheric parameters (e.g., storm size 
and translation speed) in ranges characteristic of the hybrid population. 

The objective of this work is to compare the approaches discussed 
above in coastal settings that are subject to both tropical and extra-
tropical surges. Specifically, the TS-RFM method (with and without 
regional information) are compared to the SST and JPM-AMP methods. 
The results are expressed in terms of annual exceedance frequency (AEF) 
and return level. The paper is structured as follows: In section 2, the data 
used and variables of interest are presented and then estimation 
methods are described. Section 3 describes application of the methods 
for a location on the U.S. North Atlantic coast and presents the resulting 
inferences. The results are compared and discussed in section 4. Con-
clusions and perspectives are provided in section 5. 

2. Data and methods 

2.1. Supporting data and variables of interest 

The coastal region considered experiences both XTCs and TCs. TCs 
are localized rotating intense low-pressure systems and TC-generated 
surge can generally be modeled using a small set of meteorological pa-
rameters (see section 3.1.2). XTCs are very rarely well defined in space 
(e.g., uniform, symmetrical) and cannot be efficiently characterized by a 
small meteorological parameter set. Water level measurements form the 
basis for most statistical XTC surge models. 

Multiple data sources were used in this study. The U.S. National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) maintains a network 
of tide gage stations and provides water level records and tide pre-
dictions for the U.S. coastal regions (https://tidesandcurrents.noaa. 
gov). The NOAA National Hurricane Center (NHC) maintains the 
HURDAT2 (HURricane DATa 2nd generation) database, comprising 
reanalysis data for North Atlantic basin TCs (i.e., North Atlantic Ocean, 
Gulf of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea) from 1851 to the present, 

Table 1 
Data and periods of records used in this study.  

Organization Analysis 
Method 

Data Type Period of 
Record 

IRSN TS-RFM observed hourly water levels 1902–2013 
USACE SST observed hourly and monthly 

water levels 
1902–2013 

JPM-AMP TC observations (HURDAT2) 1938–2021 
XTC water level records 1938–2013  

Y. Hamdi et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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(Langousis et al., 2016; https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/data/). The data 
used, spanning the years 1902–2021, are summarized in Table 1 and 
Fig. 1. 

Storm surge, a rise in sea level due to low atmospheric pressure and 
strong winds, is the main driver of coastal flooding hazards and the focus 
of this paper. Wind wave effects are not analyzed here, so hourly 
observed still water level time series data are the basic input to each 
method discussed. In this paper the terms water level and sea level are 
used interchangeably. The mean linear trend in the time series is sub-
tracted from the hourly water levels to produce a detrended time series 
prior to computation of any variable of interest. This removes effects 
such as long-term sea level change due to climate change, tectonic 
movement, and other influences. The variables of interests in this study 
are defined as follows.  

• Nontidal residual (NTR): the difference between the observed water 
level and the corresponding predicted peak at the same timestamp. 

• Maximum instantaneous storm surge (MISS): the largest NTR be-
tween successive high tides.  

• Skew storm surge (SSS): the difference between the maximum 
observed sea level and the maximum predicted peak water level 
inside a time window and regardless of their timing during the tidal 
cycle.  

• Maximum observed sea level (MaxSL): the maximum observed water 
level in each tidal cycle.  

• Combined MaxSL: combined series comprising POT observed hourly 
water levels and maximum monthly water levels with duplicates 
removed. 

2.2. SST and JPM-AMP methods 

USACE employed three methods in this study to assess the water 
level hazard at The Battery, New York, U.S.: (1) SST using hourly ob-
servations from mixed storm populations; (2) SST using hourly obser-
vations enriched with monthly data to expand the data set; and (3) CHS 
framework using the NACCS Phase II atmospheric and hydrodynamic 
modeling results but combining JPM-AMP for TCs and improved SST for 
XTCs (results will be referred to as JPM-AMP). 

2.2.1. SST method for mixed TC/XTCs 
The SST replaces the Empirical Simulation Technique (EST) devel-

oped by USACE in the 1990s for conducting storm surge frequency 
analysis (Borgman et al., 1992; Scheffner et al., 1999). SST fits a 
Generalized Pareto Distribution (GPD) to improve estimation of the low- 
frequency tail using a novel automated threshold selection approach 

inspired by Langousis et al. (2016). Similar to EST, the SST uses an 
empirical distribution to fit the high-frequency observations below the 
GPD threshold. When conducting a peaks-over-threshold (POT) analysis 
of observations, it has been shown that, for a high enough threshold and 
a large enough average number of threshold exceedances (λPOT), the 
distribution for the excess converges to a GPD (Pickands, 1975). There is 
no general equation for selecting the GPD threshold, so graphic methods 
(i.e., parameter stability plots) have been used, with differing degrees of 
success. In the mean residual life (MRL) graphical approach (Coles, 
2001), the mean of the excesses is plotted against possible GPD 
thresholds, and the optimal threshold corresponds to the lowest 
threshold on the linear section of the plot. However, identification of a 
unique optimal threshold can be difficult and led to the development of 
the SST automated threshold detection method based in that described 
by Langousis et al. (2016) and enhanced by local climatology informa-
tion on extreme events. 

In this approach, multiple viable thresholds are identified along with 
their corresponding thresholds storm sample rates (λth). A climatological 
target storm sample rate (λc), defined as the expected number of storm 
events sampled per year based on regional climatology, is an additional 
criterion when selecting the GPD threshold (e.g., threshold closest to λc 
= 2 events per year). SST confidence intervals (CIs) are estimated by 
repeated (e.g., 100 times) non-parametric bootstrapping with 
replacement. 

SST is also used in the CHS framework, as discussed next, for 
assessing the hazard due to numerically modeled XTCs. 

2.2.2. Coastal Hazards System (CHS) framework with JPM-AMP 
The CHS framework with JPM-AMP (Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2022; 

2022) was developed to overcome limitations of previous JPM studies, 
which typically relied on coarse storm sampling and lacked joint prob-
ability models that incorporated storm parameter correlations, geo-
spatial quantification of bias and uncertainty, and bias correction. 
JPM-based frameworks comprise several key steps to quantify storm 
surge and other coastal hazards. The main components of the CHS 
framework and their interconnection are illustrated in Fig. 2. 

For TCs, tasks include statistical quantification of regional storm 
climatology, constructing one or more regional joint distribution models 
for storm characteristics, efficiently sampling from them to generate 
synthetic TCs spanning the parameter and probability space, and then 
modeling the synthetic storms from basin scale down to local scale using 
high-fidelity hydrodynamic ocean process models. Recent JPM-AMP 
advancements for the assessment of TC-driven hazards are outlined in 
red in Fig. 2, and briefly described below. 

Fig. 1. NOAA tide gage locations (left); data record at each gage (right).  
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1) Fill gaps in the HURDAT2 Δp data and incorporate Rmax estimates 
using Gaussian process metamodeling in a data imputation process to 
expand the historical record of these parameters.  

2) Develop a meta-Gaussian copula joint probability model, explicitly 
accounting for the correlation between TC atmospheric parameters.  

3) Refine the initial TC suite, informed by the meta-Gaussian copula 
model, to develop an augmented TC suite for improved definition of 
the atmospheric-forcing parameter space.  

4) Perform dry node correction to fill missing storm surge values and 
complete the surge surface over the required domain.  

5) Train and apply Gaussian process metamodeling to generate storm 
surge responses for the augmented TC suite while retaining the high- 
fidelity nature of the initial TC suite hydrodynamic simulations.  

6) Quantify geospatial bias and uncertainty and perform bias 
correction. 

2.2.2.1. JPM-AMP for TCs. As used in the CHS framework, the JPM 
integral (without the error term) used to develop TC response hazard 
curves, which is presented in Nadal-Caraballo et al. (2015b), takes the 
following form: 

λτmax>τ = λ
∫

P[τmax(x̂)> τ|x̂]fx̂(x̂)dx̂  

≈
∑n

i
λ̂iP[τmax(x̂i)> τ|x̂i] (1)  

where P[τmax(x̂)> τ|x̂] represents the conditional probability that a 
storm response τmax(x̂) produces a response greater than τ given the 

atmospheric-forcing vector x̂ and λτmax>τ = annual exceedance frequency 
(AEF) of TC response τ due to ̂x; λ = storm recurrence rate (storms/year/ 
km); and n = number of TCs. In the discrete JPM integral, ̂λi is defined as 
the discrete storm weight of the i-th synthetic TC, where λ̂i = λpi, and pi 
is the product of its discrete joint probability (i.e., normalized proba-
bility densities) and the spacing between synthetic TC tracks defined in 
the JPM. This form of the JPM integral does not include the error term, 
as uncertainty is conveyed through non-exceedance confidence limits 
(CLs) which capture the total uncertainty associated with atmospheric 
and hydrodynamic modeling errors. 

In the CHS framework, multivariate copulas are applied to establish 
relationships between TC parameters. Copulas are dependence functions 
that link marginal distributions to form a unique joint probability dis-
tribution (Sklar, 1959). Specifically, meta-Gaussian copulas (Zhang and 
Singh 2019) are used to further discretize the initial TC suite parameter 
and probability spaces in order to develop an augmented TC suite with a 
significantly higher density of synthetic storms. Relationships between 
the atmospheric forcing vector in the JPM equation and TC responses (e. 
g., storm surge, SWL, wave climate) were established using a machine 
learning technology called Gaussian process metamodeling (Jia et al., 
2016; Zhang et al., 2018). The application of metamodeling in the 
context of a JPM-based study facilitated development of an augmented 
TC suite of more than 1 million storms, along with the prediction of 
corresponding hydrodynamic responses. All augmented TC suite re-
sponses along with their discrete storm weights are aggregated to 
compute the AEF of each storm response. The reader is referred to 
Nadal-Caraballo et al. (2015b, 2022) for more details on the JPM inte-
gral and TC-response hazard curve development process. 

2.2.2.2. SST method for XTCs. The CHS frameworks applied the SST 

Fig. 2. Main components of the USACE CHS framework. JPM-AMP enhancements outlined in red.  

Y. Hamdi et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
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method to conduct FA of XTC hazards for the CHS-NA update. Instead of 
relying on XTC observations, the CHS framework relied on the high- 
fidelity numerical model results corresponding to the XTCs, as simu-
lated during NACCS Phase II. In that study, extreme XTCs were sampled 
from water level observations prior to conducting simulations using 
high-fidelity models. To select the XTCs to be modeled and subsequently 
assessed using the SST method, an optimized regional set of events was 
constructed to be representative of the entire NACCS area, using the 
composite storm set method (Nadal-Caraballo et al., 2012). General 
steps in this method are.  

1) Evaluate POTs for selected tide gage records to identify local peaks 
(select representative gages to uniformly cover the region).  

2) At each gage, isolate the XTC population, called the full storm set, by 
eliminating TCs, convective storms, and other non-wind driven 
events using meteorological information.  

3) Fit a GPD to the full storm set at each gage. 
4) Testing different numbers of storms, iteratively develop the com-

posite storm set, a minimal set of the highest values from each gage 
which best matches the full storm set GPDs.  

5) Validate the composite set by comparing to the full storm set water 
levels over a range of high to low AEFs (e.g., by comparing the root 
mean square deviation error between composite and full storm 
distributions) 

The storms that constitute the composite set were then simulated 
using atmospherically and hydrodynamic numerical modeling (i.e., 
hindcast wind and pressure fields used to reconstitute storm surges and 
wave characteristics), to estimate XTC responses over the entire CHS-NA 
region. The XTC FA was conducted using the numerical simulation re-
sults of the composite storm set as input to SST, which was previously 
discussed in Section 2.2.1. 

The final water level hazard curves JPM-AMP hazard curves devel-
oped part of the CHS-NA update integrate the results from the applica-
tion of both JPM-AMP for TCs and SST for XTCs. The recent 
advancements of the CHS framework with JPM-AMP resulted in more 
robust hazard curves that better represent the local storm climatology 
and resulting hydrodynamic responses. 

2.3. IRSN TS-RFM method 

The main objective of the IRSN in this work was to estimate the 
extreme sea levels and associated uncertainties at U.S. North Atlantic 
coast target-sites using the IRSN-developed TS-RFM. 

The open-source R software environment for statistical computing 
(available at www.r-project.org) was used to conduct the calculations 
detailed in this report. Frequency estimations were performed with the 
IRSN-developed Renext library, an extremal FA package specifically 
developed for flood frequency analyses using the POT method. Details 
on features of the Renext library are provided in Hamdi et al. (2014, 
2015). 

TS-RFM was applied to same U.S. North Atlantic coast region and 23 
gages used in the USACE NACCS with the Battery (NY) and Kings-Point 
(NY) as a target-sites, although only results for the Battery will be dis-
cussed herein. The peaks-over-threshold using historical information 
(POTH) as described in Hamdi et al. (2015) can use regional as well as 
historical information, although only regional information is used in this 
study. 

The general steps TS-RFM include.  

• Identify the region, sites (gages) within the region, and the site of 
interest (target site);  

• Define the variable of interest (IRSN typically uses skew storm 
surge);  

• Collect historical information (e.g., literature, archives, etc.);  
• Collect and analyze systematic data (observations);  

• Extract independent and identically distributed extremes at all the 
sites in the region;  

• Define model settings (e.g., extreme quantiles, the neighborhood 
threshold, effective duration);  

• Compute the Empirical Spatial Extremogram (ESE) with the pairwise 
extremal dependence between target-site and all the sites in the re-
gion to form the homogenous region;  

• Transfer regional information to the target-site using the MLR 
approach;  

• Decluster observations and find optimal POTH threshold;  
• Perform the local FA using regional (and historical information if 

available) with the POTH to estimate quantiles and CIs. 

The TS-RFM transfers regional information from neighboring sites 
located in a homogeneous region to the site of interest (target site). The 
ESE is used to form a homogenous region of interest centered on this 
target-site. The pairwise extreme surges or sea levels used to compute 
the ESE are often induced simultaneously by the same storms, so 
declustering is required to maintain spatial independence of events. 
Regarding the extreme surge definition and extraction, the 99% quantile 
is selected as a sufficiently high threshold above which a surge is 
considered extreme. Additional details on threshold selection are dis-
cussed in Hamdi et al. (2018) and an additional example of ESE appli-
cation is provided in Andreevsky et al. (2020). It is interesting to note 
that the TS-RFM approach provides an optimized local-regional set of 
events that is representative of the target-site, not the region and it can 
easily incorporate historical information (i.e., observations other than 
systematic gage records). 

Once regional information is transferred to the target-site, a long and 
much more complete local dataset is obtained, and a local FA can be 
conducted. The regional extreme surges, which have joined the target- 
site series, can potentially play a useful and major role in the con-
struction of the body of the sample of extreme surges, and then reinforce 
the statistical fitting at the bulk of the distribution and at the upper tail 
as well. Of the many statistical distributions commonly used for ex-
tremes, the GPD is the most suitable theoretical distribution to fit ob-
servations. It calculates probabilities of observing extreme events which 
are above a sufficiently high threshold. The use of a high threshold 
(provided that the sample size remains reasonable) provides a sample 
that is more representative of extreme events. Several studies show that, 
when the selected threshold u is sufficiently high, the asymptotic form of 
the distribution function for the excess converges to a GPD (Pickands, 
1975). 

Confidence intervals are calculated use the delta method, which as-
sumes an asymptotic approximation to a gaussian distribution (Hamdi 
et al., 2014). 

3. Application of methods to U.S. North Atlantic coast location 

This section summarizes and compares results obtained when 
applying the SST, JPM-AMP and TS-RFM methods to The Battery, NY. 

3.1. Application of SST 

For this study, hourly observations at The Battery, New York were 
used to produce a POT dataset inclusive of TCs and XTCs. SST was used 
to provide a baseline FA-type assessment of the water level hazard. To 
demonstrate the use of additional information to assess the water level 
hazard, water level POT series from both hourly and monthly maxima 
data sets were merged and duplicate events eliminated, prior to con-
ducting the SST FA. 

The SST method with automated threshold selection was used to 
perform a frequency analysis considering the mixed-population (i.e., 
TCs and XTCs) storm surge and water levels (SSS, NTR, MaxSL, and 
combined MaxSL) observed at The Battery, NY. The default SST POT rate 
(λPOT) was set at 12 events/year to include events covering a wide range 
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of probabilities, including high-frequency events that are used in beach 
morphology analyses. Empirical estimates as low as 2 events/year were 
considered and tested for sensitivity. Results for The Battery, NY (mean 
hazard curve with the 70% and 90% CIs) are shown in Fig. 3. As pre-
viously discussed, the SSS and NTR variables constitute two different 
approaches to represent storm surge. Fig. 3 shows that NTR yields larger 
estimates of storm surge relative to SSS. Fig. 3 also shows that combining 
hourly observations and monthly maxima data (Comb MaxSL) signifi-
cantly reduced the CI widths and the mean hazard curve is shifted to the 
right with reduced slope. 

3.2. Application of JPM-AMP 

The JPM with optimal sampling approach used in NACCS Phase II 
evolved into the CHS framework with JPM-AMP via advancements such 
as copula-based probabilistic analysis and machine learning techniques. 
To quantify water level hazards in due to TCs in the U.S. North Atlantic 
region, the CHS-NA update employed JPM-AMP and leveraged the 
initial TC suite of 1 050 synthetic storms developed for NACCS Phase II, 
as well as the original high-fidelity numerical simulations carried out for 
that study. 

The CHS results presented herein were developed as part of the North 
Atlantic update (CHS-NA-2023) of the NACCS effort previously dis-
cussed. Results were developed using the CHS framework with JPM- 
AMP for the joint probability analysis of synthetic TCs and SST 
method for the frequency analysis of XTC simulation results. The JPM- 
AMP results from virtual gage 230,889 of CHS-NA-2023 (near The 
Battery, NY) plotted in Fig. 4 show hazard curves that perform better 
than the standalone-SST frequency analysis results at low frequencies, 
with a more realistic shape that is not so concave up. Note that the JPM- 
AMP hazard curve confidence limits account for the epistemic uncer-
tainty associated with numerical model errors of the JPM approach and 
are not estimated from bootstrapping or stochastic uncertainty of the 
parameters used in distribution fitting. 

3.3. Application of TS-RFM 

The TS-RFM approach was applied at the Battery for three variables 
of interest: SSS, MISS and MaxSL. Results of the homogenous region 
delineation and the transfer of regional information to the target-site are 
discussed first. Then the frequency estimates and diagnostics are pre-
sented in probability plots and tables. 

3.3.1. Homogeneous regions delineation 
Fig. 5 shows the pairwise extremal dependence coefficient between 

the target and regional sites, along with the resulting homogeneous re-
gions for the Battery, NY. Coherent regions of interest (corresponding to 
a neighborhood threshold of 0.4 for all the variables of interest) are 
obtained from the ESE based on the pairwise extremal dependence co-
efficient χ between the Battery and all the sites in the region. One obtains 
almost the same homogenous regions for SSS, MISS and MaxSL 
variables. 

3.3.2. Transfer of regional information to the target-site 
Regional information was transferred from the homogenous region 

to the target-site using a MLR model. A regression matrix merging all the 
data tables at neighboring sites was constructed. The set of effective sites 
(sites for which the merged record has no gaps) which varied with time 
was used to compute correlation coefficients between the target-site and 
its neighbors (see Fig. 6). These correlations were analyzed to identify 
the most influential sites in the homogeneous region and to identify the 
sites with very low correlations (<0.3) with target-site. Correlation co-
efficients give a preliminary idea about which sites are consistent and 
provide a measure of the pairwise linear relation between target and 
neighboring sites’ explanatory variables. This step also indicates the 
existence of collinearities between them. Sites with relatively low cor-
relations are not automatically eliminated from the inference. An anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA) technique was subsequently performed to 
keep or remove them from the transfer procedure. 

Fig. 3. SST results for The Battery, NY: SSS (top left), NTR (top right), maximum sea level from hourly observations (bottom left), and maximum sea level combining 
hourly observations and monthly maxima data (bottom right). 
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Regional regressions were also examined. The statistical significance 
of each regression model was analyzed using root-mean-square error 
(RMSE) and the Nash–Sutcliffe (NS) coefficient for each configuration of 
effective sites. A unique feature of the developed MLR model is that a 
cross-validation is performed at each time step for each configuration of 
effective sites. Only relevant configurations (according to the RMSE and 
NS coefficient) are used. For example, using data from Sandy Hook (at 
which data is available from 1910) and Atlantic City (data available 
from 1911) the record at The Battery can be extended back to 1910 and 
data gaps filled in. As shown in Tables 1 and in the right panel of Fig. 2, 
time series at Sandy Hook and Atlantic City sites are quite long (more 
than 100 years). The configuration using observations at these two sites 
led to a relatively high NS and RMSE coefficients. 

The ANOVA analysis led to consideration of all sites in the homo-
geneous region in the MLR model even when only Sandy Hook and 
Atlantic City sites, together or individually, are providing regional in-
formation (especially before 1938). These results suggest that more than 

18,000 reconstituted values were used to enrich the initial at-site time 
series. 

3.3.3. TS-RFM results 
TS-RFM results at the Battery are presented in terms of estimates of 

the quantiles of interest (100-year, 500-year and 1 000-year return 
levels) and associated 70% and 90% CI. Optimal threshold values for the 
local SSS, MISS and MaxSL series at The Battery (NY) enriched with the 
regional information are obtained with the stability curves.  

• A threshold of 0.89 m was obtained for SSS  
• The same threshold was obtained for MISS  
• A threshold of about 1.43 m was selected for MaxSL 

After threshold selection, the effective record (in years) without the 
gaps was computed as the ratio between number of days with obser-
vations and the average number of days in a year (365.25). 

Fig. 4. JPM-AMP results for virtual gage 230,889 (The Battery, NY) for NTR (left) and MaxSL (right). For comparison, empirical estimate for hurricane Sandy water 
levels as green dashed line. 

Fig. 5. Pairwise extremal dependence coefficients and resulting homogeneous regions for the Battery, NY target site.  
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Comparison of GPD frequency estimation at The Battery, using SSS, 
MISS and MaxSL, with and without regional information included are 
presented in Fig. 7, and summarized in Tables 2 and 3. The empirical 
distribution is indicated by solid circles in the figures, while the fitted 
GPD distribution is shown by the solid line. The POT method settings 
and number of exceedances are presented in the tables. In all cases, the 
distribution shape parameter changed slightly, owing to the presence of 
added regional extreme surges in the central part of the distribution (i.e., 
increased probability mass), but not in the vicinity of the outlier, 
because there are no other similar magnitude events in the upper tail. 

In addition to the fact that the POT approach with GPD fit naturally 
uses more extremes than the annual maximum series approach with a 
generalized extreme value distribution, typically leading to narrower CIs 
(e.g., Hamdi et al., 2014), there is less variability since the regional in-
formation is used to enlarge the sample size (e.g., increasing the effec-
tive record at The Battery, NY from 85 years to 102 years). We can 
observe in Tables 2 and 3 that the CIs became narrower only when 
regional information was added to the at-site MISSs. We also observe 
that the fit at the right tail of the distribution (excluding the outlier) is 
slightly better than that obtained with only local information. This il-
lustrates the non-consistency of the regional extreme surges in the 
analysis when no exceptional surges or sea levels are found in the region 
of interest. Although the outlier is slightly better represented in the 
sample and is closer to the central body of the distribution, it has 
remained outside the CIs. 

The inclusion of the regional information resulted in lowering the 
shape parameter and consequently lower quantiles are obtained for the 
desired return periods. The decreases at the Battery, NY are.  

– SSS, 100-yr return level: 9 cm decrease (~5%)  
– SSS, 1 000-yr return level: 29 cm decrease (~8%)  
– MISS, 100-yr return level: 13 cm decrease (~5%)  
– MISS, 1 000-yr return level: 32 cm decrease (~8%)  
– MaxSL, 100-yr return level: 9 cm decrease (~3%)  
– MaxSL, 1 000-yr return level: 14 cm decrease (~3%) 

4. Discussion 

In this section we compare inferences, for all variables of interest, 
resulting from the different approaches, focusing on TS-RFM with and 
without regional information, SST with and without monthly data, and 
JPM-AMP at a virtual gage. We compare estimates of 100-, 500- and 1 
000-year return levels and assess uncertainty using the 70% and 90% 
CIs. Fitting performance is assessed by visually examining diagnostic 
plots. We provide a qualitative comparison based on the plots in Figs. 3 
and 7, then discuss the numerical results in Tables 2 and 3 We compare 
inferences produced using the FA methods (TS-RFM and SST) and we 
also compare the FA results to those obtained using JPM-AMP. 

Visual inspection of SST and TS-RFM local and extremogram-based 
regional model results (Figs. 3 and 7, respectively) shows that results 
depend on the variable of interest. Both approaches produce narrower 
CIs when additional information (i.e., regional, and monthly water 
levels) are included. This can be seen and comparing the bottom left and 
bottom right panels of Fig. 3 and by comparing left and right panels of 
Fig. 7. 

Further visual inspection of Figs. 3 and 7 also provides some insight 
into hurricane Sandy, which is responsible for the storm surge of record 
for this location. The 70% and 90% CIs show that both TS-RFM and SST 
approaches indicate that the surge due to hurricane Sandy was not an 
extremely rare event. However, Sandy SSS and MaxSL exhibit outlier 
behavior, while the MISS/NTR is within the CIs. We attribute this dif-
ference to the arrival time of the surge relative to the astronomical tides 
(Sandy’s surge coincided with high tide at the Battery). We also note that 
the “outlier” status is also a function of the plotting position formula. We 
used the Weibull formula, which is often used in extreme value analysis 
(Makkonen, 2006). Other plotting position formulas may produce 
different results. The MISS/NTR variables focus on the instantaneous 
peak surge (tide effects filtered out) while SSS and MaxSL are not iso-
lated from tides. From the local and regional TS-RFM MaxSL plots 
(bottom panel of Fig. 7), we can visually estimate that the Sandy MaxSL 
was approximately a 1 in 400-year to 1 in 500-year event. The SST 

Fig. 6. MISS pairwise correlation between The Battery, NY (target site) and neighboring sites.  
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MaxSL plots (hourly and hourly plus monthly maxima; bottom panel of 
Fig. 3) infers an estimate of about 1 in 300 years to 1 in 1 000 years. 
However, it should be stressed that these estimates are very uncertain, as 
shown by the calculated CIs in the plots. Other studies have suggested 
that Sandy had the largest observed maxSL and second largest MISS in 
over 300 years (Orton et al., 2016). 

Visual inspection of Fig. 4 shows that the JPM-AMP storm surge 
hazard curves are significantly different from the FA approaches both 
with respect to CIs and shape of the curves. The JPM-AMP CIs are more 
uniform over a wide AEF range and growth in the mean hazard with 
decreasing AEF is more modest compared to FA methods. This results 
from the very large number of storms which can be included using the 
gaussian process metamodeling approach. We note that the observed 
surge from Sandy falls within the JPM-AMP 90% CI. Visual inspection 
indicates provides an estimated return period of approximately 200 
years for the observed the Sandy water level. 

Table 2 shows statistical inference results using only local hourly 

data. We observe that the TS-RFM at-site FA and SST mean surge and 
water level estimates are similar for all variables. Results for SST are 
slightly lower than those for TS-RFM (about 1% lower for MaxSL and 
less than 6% lower for NTR/MISS). Although the mean surge and water 
level estimates are similar, the SST and TS-RFM approaches recover 
different number of POT exceedances (N). SST recovers about 40%, 
170% and 250% more exceedances for MaxSL, NTR/MISS, and SSS, 
respectively. The difference in exceedances is attributed mainly to dif-
ferences in thresholds used to estimate the frequency model shape and 
scale parameters, with SST thresholds consistently lower than TS-RFM. 

Table 2 also shows that the SST method with only hourly data pro-
duces narrower CIs than the TS-RFM at-site FA method (about 20–40% 
lower for NTR/MISS and approximately 7%–20% lower for MaxSL for 
both the 70% and 90% CIs). The difference grows with increasing return 
period. As was stated previously, TS-RFM uses relatively higher 
thresholds to extract extreme events. Consequently, the smaller sample 
size leads to wider CIs. The SST CIs are obtained by bootstrapping, while 

Fig. 7. TS-FRM GPD fits to storm surge data at the Battery (NY) with local information (left panels) and including regional data (right panels): (top) SSS; (middle) 
MISS; (bottom) MaxSL. 
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those of TS-RFM are based on a Gaussian assumption (delta method), 
which is more sensitive to the number of exceedances. 

We now pivot to discussing the effect of including additional infor-
mation. Table 3 shows results when including additional information: 
(1) TS-RFM with regional information; (2) SST with monthly maxima; 
and (3) JPM-AMP using synthetic storms. Note that monthly maxima are 
only available for MaxSL. In general, comparing results between Ta-
bles 2 and 3, we observe that including additional information reduces 
uncertainty, as expected. 

For TS-RFM, regionalization slightly reduces the mean surge and 
water level estimates by about 3%–8% (the reduction grows with return 
period for surge, but not for water level). Regionalization reduces the 
70% and 90% CIs for SSS and NTR/MISS by approximately 20%. For 
MaxSL the 70% and 90% CIs are reduced by about 10%. These results do 
not appear to be sensitive to return period. 

For SST, inclusion of monthly water level data reduces the mean 
water level estimates by 8%–20%, with larger reductions at longer re-
turn periods. Uncertainty is reduced, as expected, with results varying 
with return period. Including monthly water level data reduces the 70% 
CIs by approximately 34%, 42% and 46% for the 100-, 500- and 1 000-yr 
return periods, respectively. Similar reductions are obtained for the 90% 
CIs. 

Comparing the TS-RFM regional model results to those for SST with 
monthly maxima, we observe that SST water level estimates are about 
3–20% lower, and the CIs are 35–40% narrower. These differences grow 
with increasing return period. 

Comparing the TS-RFM regional model to JPM-AMP, we observed 
that JPM-AMP NTR/MISS and MaxSL results are generally higher than 
those for TS-RFM (about 25% and 20 % higher at 100 years, respec-
tively), but the differences decrease with increasing return period. At the 
100-year return period, the JPM-AMP CIs are consistently wider, but TS- 
RFM CIs grow much faster than JPM-AMP with longer return periods. 
These differences are mainly a function of the large number of simulated 
storms included in JPM-AMP analyses. JPM-AMP hazards curves are 
typically flatter and slightly concave down compared to concave up 
curves typical of frequency analysis approaches. 

5. Conclusions and perspectives 

The main objective of this work was to compare and contrast IRSN 
and USACE storm surge statistical and probabilistic modeling ap-
proaches. The methods were applied to a U.S. North Atlantic coast 
location (The Battery, NY) that is subject to both tropical and extra-
tropical storm surge phenomena. Results compared include magnitudes 

Table 2 
The Battery, NY - Results of the at-site TS-RFM (without regional information) and SST with hourly data: 100-, 500- and 1 000-year return levels and their 70% and 
90% confidence intervals.  

The Battery, NY: with hourly local information only  

SSS NTR & MISS MaxSL 

SST TS-RFM SST TS-RFM SST TS-RFM 

Record length 94 94 94 94 94 94 
Deff 85.53 85.57 85.53 85.87 85.53 85.57 
uPOT (m) 0.62 0.85 0.77 0.9 1.42 1.43 
N 161 45 272 98 98 69 
RL100 (70%CI) 

Δs/ s (%) 
2.02 (1.63–2.41) 39% 2.02 (1.61–2.43) 

41% 
2.42 (2.09–2.73) 
26% 

2.41 (2.00–2.82) 
34% 

2.74 (2.34–3.14) 29% 2.70 (2.27–3.13) 
32% 

RL500(70%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

2.79 (1.96–3.62) 
59% 

2.93 (1.79–4.06) 
77% 

3.20 (2.54–3.81) 
40% 

3.33 (2.36–4.31) 
59% 

3.72 (2.72–4.70) 53% 3.74 (2.57–4.91) 
63% 

RL1000(70%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

3.21 (2.10–4.33) 
69% 

3.44 (1.79–5.09) 
96% 

3.60 (2.74–4.42) 
47% 

3.83 (2.48–5.18) 
70% 

4.31 (2.89–5.69) 65% 4.35 (2.64–6.07) 
79% 

RL100(90%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

2.02 (1.50–2.74) 
61% 

2.02 (1.36–2.67) 
65% 

2.42 (1.96–2.97) 
42% 

2.41 (1.76–3.07) 
54% 

2.74 (2.21–3.48) 46% 2.70 (2.02–3.38) 
50% 

RL500(90%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

2.79 (1.72–4.43) 
97% 

2.93 (1.13–4.72) 
122% 

3.20 (2.32–4.35) 
63% 

3.34 (1.79–4.88) 
92% 

3.72 (2.49–5.73) 87% 3.74 (1.88–5.60) 
99% 

RL1000(90%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

3.21 (1.81–5.46) 
114% 

3.44 (0.82–6.06) 
152% 

3.60 (2.47–5.15) 
74% 

3.83 (1.69–5.97) 
112% 

4.31 (2.59–7.33) 
110% 

4.35 (1.63–7.08) 
125%  

Table 3 
The Battery, NY - Results of the TS-RFM with regional information included, SST with hourly and monthly data, and JPM-AMP: 100-, 500- and 1 000-year return levels 
and their 70% and 90% confidence intervals.  

The Battery, NY: IRSN results with regional information; USACE SST results with monthly local information; and USACE JPM-AMP results from CHS-NA-2023 at virtual gage 230,889.  

SSS NTR & MISS MaxSL  

TS-RFM with regional JPM-AMP TS-RFM with regional SST with monthly maxima JPM-AMP TS-RFM with regional 
Rec. length n/a n/a n/a 121 n/a n/a 
Deff 102 n/a 102 118.69 n/a 102 
uPOT (m) 0.89 n/a 0.89 1.41 n/a 1.43 
N 41 n/a 100 181 n/a 78 
RL100 (70%CI) 

Δs/ s (%) 
1.93 (1.60–2.26) 
34% 

2.87 (2.27–3.48) 
42% 

2.28 (1.94–2.61) 
29% 

2.52 (2.25–2.78) 
21% 

3.11 (2.49–3.72) 
39% 

2.61 (2.23–2.98) 
29% 

RL500(70%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

2.72 (1.81–3.62) 
66% 

3.83 (3.20–4.45) 
33% 

3.09 (2.31–3.86) 
50% 

3.15 (2.57–3.72) 
37% 

3.86 (3.23–4.48) 
32% 

3.61 (2.56–4.66) 
58% 

RL1000(70%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

3.15 (1.84–4.47) 
83% 

4.12 (3.49–4.75) 
30% 

3.51 (2.45–4.58) 
61% 

3.49 (2.72–4.24) 
44% 

4.09 (3.46–4.72) 
31% 

4.21 (2.66–5.76) 
74% 

RL100(90%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

1.93 (1.40–2.46) 
55% 

2.87 (1.92–3.83) 
67% 

2.28 (1.75–2.81) 
45% 

2.52 (2.17–3.02) 
34% 

3.11 (2.14–4.07) 
62% 

2.61 (2.01–3.20) 
45% 

RL500(90%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

2.72 (1.28–4.15) 
105% 

3.83 (2.84–4.82) 
52% 

3.09 (1.86–4.32) 
80% 

3.15 (2.41–4.31) 
60% 

3.86 (2.86–4.85) 
51% 

3.61 (1.94–5.27) 
92% 

RL1000(90%CI) 
Δs/ s (%) 

3.15 (1.07–5.24) 
132% 

4.12 (3.13–5.12) 
48% 

3.51 (1.83–5.20) 
96% 

3.49 (2.51–5.13) 
75% 

4.09 (3.10–5.09) 
49% 

4.21 (1.75–6.68) 
117%  
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and frequency (AEF), uncertainties, and visual examination of fitting 
quality for the following explanatory variables: skew surge, maximum 
instantaneous surge, non-tidal residual, and maximum sea level. The 
IRSN TS-RFM method computes at-site frequency estimates by enriching 
the local time series with information from a homogeneous region 
around the target site. The USACE SST method enriches at-site data with 
monthly observations to extend the period of record. Although the two 
approaches differ and extract extreme values differently, the resulting 
samples are generally similar for both storm surge and water levels. 

For local analysis at the Battery, the TS-RFM produces larger mean 
surge (approximately 4–8% for SSS and NTR/MISS), than SST at 500- 
and 1 000-year return levels. Differences in MaxSL were negligible 
(about 3%) at these return levels. In term of uncertainty quantification, 
the at-site results show that SST method produced narrower relative 
confidence intervals than TS-RFM, for all variables of interest. Both 
approaches indicate that surge and water levels for Hurricane Sandy are 
statistical outliers within the available record. When using the Weibull 
plotting position formula, observations from Sandy do not fit within the 
90% CI for either approach for the SSS and MaxSL variables. 

For both IRSN and USACE approaches, uncertainty is reduced when 
the analysis is performed in a regional context (TS-RFM with regional 
information, SST with monthly maxima, JPM-AMP using synthetic 
storms). When regional information is included, the JPM-AMP method 
produces higher mean surge than SST and the TS-RFM methods for NTR/ 
MISS and MaxSL. TS-RFM mean surge is slightly higher than SST. 
Similar to the at-site results, SST confidence intervals are consistently 
narrower than the TS-RFM. The JPM-AMP CIs grow more slowly with 
return period relative to the other methods. We note that this study only 
used systematic observations (i.e., tide gage record), while the TS-RFM 
method can incorporate historical information predating systematic 
observations, which could further reduce uncertainties for the FA 
approach. 

Overall, we found that results of the comparison of the IRSN and 
USACE methods vary with the variable of interest and return period. The 
TS-RFM and SST methods produce broadly similar estimates of surge 
and water level, but the confidence intervals for SST are systematically 
narrower and the difference increased with longer return periods. The 
JPM-AMP method produces higher water level estimates than the other 
methods (the difference decreases with increasing return period) and the 
growth of the JPM-AMP CIs with return period is significantly slower 
than the other methods. Although there are appreciable differences 
between the results documented in this paper, these are reasonable due 
to differences in the data and methods used in this comparison. 
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